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Previous work in inductive inference dealt mostly with finding one or
several machines (IIMs) that successfully learn collections of func-
tions. Herein we start with a class of functions and consider the learner
set of all IIMs that are successful at learning the given class. Applying
this perspective to the case of team inference leads to the notion of
diversification for a class of functions. This enable us to distinguish
between several flavours of IIMs all of which must be represented in a
team learning the given class. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
All current theoretical approaches to machine learning
tend to focus on a particular machine or a collection of
machines and then find the class of concepts which can
be learned by these machines under certain constraints
defining a criterion of successful learning [AS83, OSW86].
In this paper we investigate the dual problem: Given some
set of concepts, which algorithms can learn all those con-
cepts?
From [AGS89] we know that in the theory of inductive
inference sometimes one concept must be mastered before
the learning of another concept can be initiated. This obser-
vation is consistent with common human learning behavior.
For example, learning how to walk is something that most
people master very early in their life. A smaller number of us
learn how to drive a car, while even fewer of us learn how
to pilot an airplane. Although there may be counterexam-
ples, it seems safe to assert that those who can pilot an air-
craft have also learned how to walk or how to operate an
automobile. Based on this example, one would expect that
some concepts are learned by more machines than others.
Our results indicate that this is indeed the case, but only if
instead of a single concept we consider a suitable infinite set
of concepts.
Team learning has been a prevalent theme in the study of
inductive inference [Smi94b]. An early result asserts that
the larger the team allowed, the larger the class of learnable
sets of functions becomes [Smi82]. This suggests that
perhaps different types of knowledge are needed to solve
some problems. Indeed, most of the papers in our field have
at least two coauthors. A precise correspondence between
team learning and probabilistic learning [Pit89] intensified
the study of team learning. So far, all of the studies of
team learning focus on how team size compares with
other parameters relevant to the learning process [Sch86,
PS88, FSV89, KZ91, DPVW91, DKV92, DKV93]. The
goal has always been to see which parameter settings
allowed more powerful teams of learning machines to be
constructed.
In contrast, we address the issue of how to compose
teams. Starting with the common observation that humans
display a broad range of learning proclivities, we
hypothesize that by considering the collection of all learning
algorithms we should be able to distinguish between
‘‘flavors’’ of learning algorithms. While we still cannot name
these flavors, nor describe them intuitively, it is possible to
determine how many of them are necessary to perform some
learning tasks. For example, we start with an arbitrary set
of functions that is not learnable by a single machine. Then
we show how to partition the set of all learning algorithms
into two families such that it is impossible to find a finite
team of any size learning the original set if we only choose
learning algorithms from one of the families. The partitions
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of machines into families, as described above, are called
diversifications.
Section 3 provides the background of team learning.
Sections 4 and 5 show the dual approach applied to single
functions and those classes of functions which are learnable
by a single machine. Section 6 concentrates on classes
unlearnable by a single IIM.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The set of all natural numbers is denoted by N, the set of
all single argument recursive functions by F, and the set of
partial recursive functions by P [Rog67]. Letters h, i, j, k,
l, m, n, x, y vary over N, f and g over F, and .,  over P.
Classes of recursive functions, i.e., subsets of F, are denoted
by U, V, W, with or without decorations. By using standard
encoding techniques, the natural numbers can serve as
indices for programs [MY78, Smi94a]. The function com-
puted by program i is denoted by .i . The collection of func-
tions .0 , .1 , .2 , ..., forms an acceptable programming
system. Some fixed recursive oneone onto mapping
between N_N and N will be denoted by ( } , } ). This
encoding can also be extended to a variable number of
arguments: (x1 , ..., xn) , where xi , n # N.
We use the notation of first order logic. The quantifier \

is read ‘‘for all but finitely many’’ and _! is read ‘‘there is
exactly one.’’ We also use set theoretical notation. Relations
# , , / denote ‘‘is an element of,’’ ‘‘is a subset of,’’ ‘‘is a
proper subset of,’’ respectively. _ and & denote set union
and intersection. If f is a mapping from X to Y, AX and
BY, then f (A) and f &1(B) denote image and inverse
image, respectively. Set of all arguments for which . is
defined is denoted Dom(.). Notation .(x) a means
x # Dom(.), and .(x) A means x  Dom(.). Relation
.P means that . is a subfunction of , i.e. .(x)=y
always implies (x)=y. Mappings from N to other sets are
called sequences and denoted either by a list of members:
a1 , a2 , ..., or simply (an)n # N .
Inductive inference machines (called also learning
machines or IIMs) are denoted by M, with or without
decorations. They can be partial or total. The functions to
be learned by IIMs in appropriate context are called also
targets of learning. Arguments for learning machines are
strings of ordered pairs (x, f (x)). During the learning pro-
cess machine M receives a sequence of strings, each an
extension of the previous one,
_1=((x1 , f (x1))) ,
_2=((x1 , f (x1)) , (x2 , f (x2))) ,
} } }
and outputs sequence of conjectures h1=M(_1), h2=
M(_2), ... . If M is partial, some of the conjectures may be
undefined. Each string _n defines some finite function, and
we have _1 P_2 P } } } . We require that the sequence
_1 , _2 , . . . expands to the target f, written (_n)Zf, meaning
that for any x from the domain of f, the pair (x, f (x))
appears in the growing sequence _1 P_2 P } } } starting
from some place.
Now we are going to define several multivalued mappings
called identification types from IIMs to functions. If L is
such a mapping, its meaning can be expressed intuitively as
follows: ‘‘Machine M identifies (or learns) all functions
f # L(M) in the sense of type L.’’ In this paper L will
denote any one of the types EX, EXn , FIN to be defined
below.
Definition 1 [Gol67]. Machine M learns recursive
function f in the limit, written f # EX(M), if for any sequence
of input strings (_n)Zf we have sequence of conjectures
M(_n) converging to some correct index h of f, i.e.,
(_h)(_n0)[M(_n0)=h and (.h=f ) and
(\n>n0)(M(_n)=h or M(_n) A )].
Definition 2. Machine M commits n mind changes
on the sequence (_k)Zf if there is a subsequence _k1 ,
_k2 , ..., _kn+1 such that M(_ki) a , i=1, ..., n+1, and
M(_ki){M(_ki+1), i=1, ..., n. Moreover, we demand that
there be no subsequence of length n+2 with the same
property.
Definition 3 [CS83]. Machine M learns a recursive
function f in the limit with a mind change bound n, written:
f # EXn(M), if f # EX(M) and the number of mind changes,
committed by M on any (_k)Zf does not exceed n.
The type EX0 is of special importance, we denote it also
FIN and write f # FIN(M) to means ‘‘M finitely learns f ’’ or
‘‘M is a one shot learner of f.’’ In this case M outputs only
one but correct conjecture.
Symbols of identification types are typically overloaded.
Not only do they denote multivalued mappings (or binary
relations between IIMs and functions), but they also stand
for collections of classes of functions identifiable by a single
machine. More precisely
EX=[UF | (_M)[UEX(M)]].
Similar definitions for EXn and FIN should be clear.
Let L be any identification type. For a set of IIMs T we
denote all functions that are learned by at least one IIM in
T by image L(T) defined as
L(T)= .
M # T
L(M).
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Let L&1( f ) denote the set of all machines identifying func-
tion f. Then for a set U of recursive functions we define
L&1(U)= .
f # U
L&1( f ),
the inverse image, i.e., the set of all machines learning at least
one function in U. This notation is reasonable if we consider
L as multivalued mapping from IIMs to functions. In
Section 5 we introduce another pair of dual notions, namely
learner sets and foci.
In some places we will consider P and F as topological
spaces, not just sets. The rest of definitions in this section
refer to partial as well as to total functions. Let X be the
notation for either P or F.
Definition 4. For a function . # X and a finite func-
tion _P f the neighborhood of . determined by _ is
U_.=[ # X | _P].
We can think of some neighborhood of . as set of all
functions ‘‘near’’ to . in the sense, that they cannot be
distinguished from . by receiving some finite input, for
example, input _. We may omit the superscript in U _. .
Definition 5. Set AX is closed if any   A has a
neighborhood U disjoint from A.
As an immediate consequence of Definition 5, the rela-
tion ‘‘  A’’ can be established after seeing finitely many
values of  whenever A is a closed set of functions not
containing .
3. TEAM INFERENCE
Definition 6. Class U of recursive functions is iden-
tifiable by k machines from a team M1 , ..., Mn , written
U # [k, n] L, if for any f # U, f # L(Mj) for at least k
different j # [1, ..., n].
Note that for different functions from U, different collec-
tions of machines from the team may succeed. [k, n]L itself
is an identification type along with L for any choice of
kn. In the two extreme cases we have [n, n]L=L and
[0, n] L=2F, i.e. the collection of all classes of recursive
functions. All [k, n] L are called types derived from L.
For a fixed L some of the derived types [k, n] L are
essentially different. For instance, EX/[1, 2] EX (cf.
Example 10). It turns out that all [1, m] EX are different
and all the other types derived from EX by team inference
are reducible to them. The complete picture for the case EX
is given by the following two theorems:
Theorem 7 [ Smi82 ]. For any m > 0, [1, m] EX /
[1, m+1] EX.
Theorem 8 [PS88]. For any nm>0, [m, n] EX=
[1, wnmx] EX.
For the types EXn the picture of team inclusions is more
complicated. We shall need these two properties:
Theorem 9 [KF92, AFK+92]. For any n0, EXn/
[2n+2&2, 2n+2&1] EXn and EXn=[2n+2&1, 2n+2] EXn .
In particular, FIN/[2, 3] FIN and hence FIN/
[1, 2] FIN, but FIN=[3, 4] FIN. For relations EX/
[1, 2] EX and FIN/[1, 2] FIN we give classic illustra-
tions:
Theorem 10 [Bar74, BB75]. There exist classes
U, V/F such that U, V # EX but U _ V  EX.
Let U=[ f # F | \

x( f (x)=0)] to be the functions of
finite support and let V=[ f # F | .f (0)=f ] be the self-
describing functions. It is easy to verify that they both are in
EX, but their union is not. Therefore, U _ V # [1, 2] EX
and U _ V  EX.
Theorem 11 [Wie74]. There are a class U/F and a
function f such that U # FIN and U _ [ f ]  FIN.
One such example is given below:
fn(x)={10
if n=x,
otherwise;
U=[ fn | n # N]; f (x)=*x[0].
Clearly, U _ [ f ] # [1, 2] FIN.
Therefore, adding one function to a class can change its
FIN-learnability. Type EX is more robust. Here are two
results showing those modifications which do not change
EX-learnability of a class.
Theorem 12. If U=EX(M) and V is a.r.e. closed class
of recursive functions, then there exists a machine M$ such
that U _ V=EX(M$).
Proof. Let v be a generator for V such that V=
[.v(0) , .v(1) , . . .]. Our machine maintains a counter i for the
set V which at any moment is set to the minimal value such
that .v(i) does not contradict the input seen so far.
Algorithm of M$.
receive input _;
if _P.v(i) then [output v(i);] else [increment i; out-
put M(_);]
Since all .v(i) are total, tests _P.v(i) can be done effec-
tively. Suppose f # U _ V. If f # V, then the counter stops at
the right place in the list of V, and M$ converges to a correct
conjecture v(i). If f  V, then, since V is closed, there exists
a neighborhood of f disjoint from V. Starting from some
moment all the inputs fall in this neighborhood, i.e.,
_P3 .v(i) . Machine M$ then increments i on each step and
behaves like M. In both cases f is identified. Clearly, M$
does not identify any functions outside U _ V. K
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Recall the classes U and V given in the comment after
Theorem 10. Since U is r.e. but not closed, and V is closed
but not r.e., we cannot drop either condition for class V in
Theorem 12 (see Conclusions). A widely known result
follows from Theorem 12 as a particular case: EX-learn-
ability of a class does not change if we add to it any finite
number of recursive functions.
Theorem 13. If U=EX(M) and V is a r.e. closed class,
then there exists a machine M$ such that U&V=EX(M$).
Proof. Modify the proof of Theorem 12, so that M$
outputs an index of empty function rather than indices of
functions in V whenever _P.v(i) . K
4. AN ISOMORPHISM RESULT
Machines may differ considerably as to the size of the
class of functions they can learn. Consider the dual task: For
a given function f, find the class of machines which learn it.
We find that all such families EX&1( f ) are pairwise
isomorphic accordingly to Definition 20. The definition of
recursive operator can be found in [Rog67].
Theorem 14 [Rog67]. Let %: P  P be a recursive
operator and f and g partial recursive functions. Then % has
the following properties:
1. Monotonicity. gPh O %(g)P%(h).
2. Continuity. (x, y) # %( f ) O (__: finite function) (_P f
and (x, y) # %(_)).
3. Existence of a witness. There is a recursive function % ,
a witness, such that for all x: .% (x)=%(.x). (Clearly, % has
the extensional property: .x=.x O .% (x)=.% ( y) .)
If a recursive operator % happens to be a oneone and
onto mapping and its inverse is also a recursive operator, we
denote it by %&1. The following two propositions easily
follow from the monotonicity and continuity of % and %&1.
Corollary 15. Let % be some recursive operator which
has an inverse %&1. Then for every finite function f, the image
%( f ) is also a finite function whose domain has the same car-
dinality as domain of f.
Corollary 16. Let % be a recursive operator. Then for
any sequence of finite functions (_n)n # N Zf we have also
(%(_n))n # N Z%( f ).
Lemma 17. Let % be a recursive operator for which an
inverse %&1 exists. Then the respective witnesses % and %&1
can be chosen to be recursive permutations, i.e., recursive one
to one mappings of N onto itself.
Proof. Let g, h be arbitrary witnesses for % and %&1
respectively. They can be easily made one to one by padding
[Rog67]. Assume that % maps : # P to ; # P. Let A, B be
the collections of indices for the functions : and ; respec-
tively. We have
g(A)B, h(B)A.
Accordingly to the Myhil isomorphism theorem we can
construct a recursive permutation % such that % (A)=B.
Moreover, % in this construction depends only upon g and
h, and not upon the particular sets A, B. Therefore % is a wit-
ness for the operator %. Its inverse % &1 is also a recursive
permutation, and we can choose %&1=% &1. K
From now on the witnesses % and %&1 will be chosen in
accordance with this lemma. Any learning machine M
receives in the input a finite function _ and returns a natural
number. The composition %&1M% does the same thing in
accordance with Corollary 15 and therefore can also be con-
sidered as a learning machine.
Corollary 18. Let % be a recursive operator for which
%&1 exists and let 8% be an operator on the collection T of
all learning machines defined by
8% (M)=%&1M%, M # T. (1)
Then 8% is a one to one mapping of T onto itself.
Corollaries 16 and 18 imply the following theorem.
Theorem 19. Let M2=8% (M1), where 8% is such as
defined by (1). Then for any f # F we have f # EX(M2) iff
%( f ) # EX(M1).
Definition 20. Two families of machines T1 , T2 are
isomorphic if there exists a recursive operator % such that 8%
is a bijection between T1 and T2 .
Theorem 21. EX&1( f1) and EX &1( f2) are isomorphic
for any f1 , f2 # F.
Proof. We can take
f2(x) if g(x)=f1(x)
%(g)(x)={ f1(x) if g(x)=f2(x)g(x) otherwise.
Clearly, %( f1)=f2 and %( f2)=f1 . Moreover, % is inverse to
itself, i.e., %&1=%. Use Theorem 19 to verify that
8% (EX &1( f1))=EX&1( f2). K
5. SETS OF LEARNERS AND FOCI
For each identification type L we introduce two
mutually dual notions. Given a set U of recursive functions,
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the learner set of U, written LL (U), is the collection of all
IIMs that can L-learn all the functions in U:
LL (U)=[M | UL(M)]= ,
f # U
L&1( f ).
For a set of IIMs T, the focus of T, written F L (T), is the
set of all recursive functions that are learned by all the IIMs
in T:
FL (T)= ,
M # T
L(M).
By definition, the focus of the empty set of IIMs is the whole
set of recursive functions, and the learner set of the empty
classthe collection of all partial recursive strategies. We
begin with simple set theoretical properties:
Lemma 22 (Monotonicity). L denotes some identifica-
tion type. Let T1 T2 be two collections of machines and
U1 U2 two classes of functions. Then
1. FL (T1)$FL (T2),
2. LL (U1)$LL (U2).
Lemma 23. Let L be some identification type. By [Ti]i # 4
and [Ui]i # 4 we denote collections of sets of machines and
( partial ) recursive functions respectively with some finite or
infinite set of indices 4.
1. FL (i # 4 Ti)=i # 4 FL (Ti),
2. FL (i # 4 Ti)$i # 4 FL (Ti),
3. LL (i # 4 Ui)=i # 4 LL (Ui),
4. L L (i # 4 Ui)$i # 4 LL (Ui),
5. FL (LL (U))$U,
6. LL (FL (T))$T.
Proof. Use the monotonicity of FL and L L respec-
tively. K
For identification types such as EX, EXn , and FIN, it is
easy to come up with examples where inclusions for items 2
and 4 in the above lemma are proper. Concerning items 5
and 6 we introduce two new notions.
Definition 24. Set of functions U is L-full if
FL (LL (U))=U.
Definition 25. Collection of machines T is L-maxi-
mal if LL (FL (T))=T.
We proceed with some illustrations.
Theorem 26. U is EX-full iff U # EX or U=F.
Proof. ‘‘ O .’’ Suppose that U is EX-full. U  EX implies
LEX (U)=< and hence FEX(LEX (U))=F.
‘‘ o .’’ LEX (F )=<, so FEX (LEX (F))=F and F is
full. Assume that U # EX and M is some machine learning
U. If U=EX(M), then M # LEX (U); using monotonicity
yields U=FEX ([M])$FEX (LEX (U)) and we are done. If
U/EX(M), then in accordance with Theorem 13 for any
function f # EX(M)&U we can construct a machine Mf
such that EX(Mf)=EX(M)&[ f ]. The set of all these
machines is a subset of LEX (U) and its focus is exactly U.
We conclude that FEX (LEX (U))U, which together with
item 5 of Lemma 23 completes the proof. K
Corollary 27. \UF, LEX(FEX (LEX (U)))=LEX (U).
Proof. U  EX implies that both LEX (FEX (LEX (U)))
and LEX (U) are empty. If U # EX, we have that U is EX-full
which implies the corollary. K
Corollary 28. For any collection of machines T we
have FEX (LEX (FEX (T)))=FEX (T).
Proof. T = < implies FEX ( LEX ( FEX ( T ))) = FEX ( T )
=F. T{< implies that FEX (T) # EX and we can
apply Theorem 26. K
Theorem 29. A collection of machines T is EX-maximal
iff there is U such that T=LEX (U).
Proof. ‘‘ O .’’ Consider U = FEX (T ) . Since T =
LEX (FEX (T)), we have T=LEX (U).
‘‘ o .’’ Corollary 27 gives LEX (FEX (LEX (U)))=
LEX (U), so T=LEX (U) is EX-maximal. K
For any set WF denote FEX (LEX (W)) by W . Let U, V
be arbitrary classes of recursive functions. We summarize
some of the previous results:
v UU ,
v UV O U V ,
v U =U .
But U _ V{U _ V , therefore U  U is not a closure
operator [Eng89]. To see that U _ V{U _ V , consider
U, V # EX such that U _ V  EX, as in Theorem 10. Then
U _ V=F, but U _ V =U _ V{F. Therefore the relation
EX/[1, 2] EX upsets this first attempt to introduce useful
dual notions. Another approach will be given in the next
section.
6. DIVERSIFICATIONS
Consider the class W=U _ [ f ], where U and f are
defined in the comment after Theorem 11. Clearly, W  FIN
and W # [1, 2] FIN, i.e., W can be learned by a team of 2
machines M1 , M2 . The obvious choices for M1 and M2
result in a pair of radically different machines. There is a
kind of IIM waiting indefinitely for the value ‘‘1’’ and failing
to identify the everywhere zero function f # W. Another kind
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of IIM identifies the zero function, but fails to identify all
but finitely many functions from U/W. Any team learning
W should contain machines from either kind.
At first it seems, that this phenomenon is caused by the
structure of W as the function f is the only accumulation
point of the class W. We shall see, however, that for any
class W which can only be identified by a team starting from
some size n>1, all machines useful for the team identifica-
tion of W in the sense EX can be split into several kinds or
flavors. Collection of different flavors of machines, which
are all needed to identify W, reflect the inherent and
necessary diversity of learning algorithms.
6.1. General Results
By a b-partition of set T we mean a collection
[T1 , ..., Tb] of subsets of T such that:
1. Ti & Tj=< when i{j,
2.  Ti=T.
Definition 30. Let W be a class of functions. Let
[T1 , ..., Tb] be a b-partition of some family T of machines.
The b-partition is called (a, b)-diversification for W if any
finite team T$T learning W intersects at least a of the b
families Ti .
Only cases where 2ab make sense. A finite team
T$=[M1 , ..., Mn] L-learns a class W whenever W
L(T$)=L(M1) _ } } } _ L(Mm); more precisely, it is
[1, m] L-learning in the sense of Definition 6. It is easier to
prove the existence of an (a, b)-diversification first for finite
collections of machines T$ only. The following lemma
enables us to proceed to diversifications for infinite families
of machines as well, provided that all their finite subfamilies
have a diversification.
Lemma 31 (Ko nig, [Kur58]). In any infinite directed
tree in which each node has only a finite number of direct suc-
cessors, there is an infinite path proceeding from the root.
Lemma 32. Let W be a class of functions. There exists an
(a, b)-diversification of an infinite family T of machines (in
particular of the set of all recursive machines) for the class W
iff any finite subfamily T$/T has an (a, b)-diversification
for W.
Proof. ‘‘ O .’’ Assume that there is no (a, b)-diver-
sification for some T$/T. Then no b-partition of the
larger collection T can be an (a, b)-diversification for W.
‘‘ o .’’ Let M1 , M2 , . . . be a list of all machines from
T. We build and infinite diversification tree. Nodes in this
tree are denoted by v(i1 } } } in) , where n0 and ij # [1, ..., b].
Any such v(i1 } } } in) corresponds to some b-partition of the
finite family of machines T$=[M1 , ..., Mn]. Namely, we
define a b-partition of T$:
Tk=[Mj # T$ | ij=k] for all k=1, ..., b.
The diversification tree contains only those nodes whose
b-partitions are (a, b)-diversifications for the class W.
The tree is rooted at the node v( ) which corresponds
to the empty (a, b)-diversification of the empty family of
machines. It has downward edges between any pair of nodes
v(i1 } } } in&1) and v(i1 } } } in&1in) which have the first n&1 indices
in common.
An example of (2, 2)-diversification tree is shown in
Fig. 1. The node v(1, 2) does not have the right successor,
meaning that the team [M2 , M3] identifies W, and there-
fore v(1, 2, 2) does not represent a (2, 2)-diversification of
[M1 , M2 , M3]. Any diversification tree is symmetric, e.g.
the presence of v(1, 1, 2) implies the presence of v(2, 2, 1) in
Fig. 1.
This tree is infinite, since for each n0 there exists some
k-diversification of the family T$=[M1 , ..., Mn]; i.e., there
is a path of any given length n. Moreover, any vertex in
the tree has no more than b successors. We can apply
Lemma 31 and obtain an infinite path v( ) , v(i1) , v(i1i2) , ... .
The sequence i1 , i2 , . . . defines an (a, b)-diversification
on T. K
Theorem 33. Let L be some identification type, W some
class of functions and b2. The following statements are
equivalent:
1. There is no (b, b)-diversification of all recursive
machines for the class W.
2. W can be expressed as finite union W=W1 _ } } } _ Wn
such that
\S[1, ..., n] \ |S|b O .i # S Wi # [1, b&1] L+ .
Proof. (1) O (2) Assume that the collection of all IIMs
T has no (b, b)-diversification for W. Lemma 32 implies
the existence of a finite collection of machines T$=
[M1 , ..., Mm] which has no (b, b)-diversification for W.
Notice that the team T$ itself learns W, for otherwise any
b-partition of T$ were (b, b)-diversification. Split the set W
into a union of equivalence classes W1 , ..., Wn ; f, g, # W are
equivalent iff f # L(Mj) implies g # L(Mj) and vice versa
for all Mj # T. We have Wi # L, 1in, because any
f # Wi is learned by some Mj # T$ which then identifies the
whole Wi .
Assume that for some S with |S|b we have
i # S Wi  [1, b&1] L. This is possible only if |S|=b.
For any i # S we denote Ti=[M # T$ | Wi L(M)]. We
show that all Ti , i # S, are mutually disjoint. Indeed, if
there is M # Ti1 & Ti2 , then Wi1 _ Wi2 # L, and we get
i # S Wi # [1, b&1] L, a contradiction. [T1 , ..., Tb]
becomes a b-partition of T$ if we somehow distribute the
remaining machines T$&(T1 _ } } } _ Tk) between the Ti ’s.
Machines from all the families Ti are needed to identify
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FIG. 1. Diversification tree.
i # S Wi along with as W$i # S Wi . Hence, [T1 , ..., Tb] is
a (b, b)-diversification, a contradiction to the choice of T$.
(2) O (1) We use a diagonalization argument. Assume,
that each set WS=i # S Wi is identified by a team of b&1
machines: M 1S , ..., M
b&1
S . Collecting such teams for any S,
|S|b, we get a finite collection of machines T$. Assume
[T1 , ..., Tb] is a (b, b)-diversification of T$. This means,
that for any Tk there is a Wik such that the team T$&Tk
fails to identify some functions from Wik .
For each k=1, ..., b we find the corresponding ik such
that T$&Tk does not learn Wik . Consider S*=[i1 , ..., ib].
Any Tk , 1kb, should contain some M jS* , for otherwise
T$&Tk would identify Wik i # S* Wi . But there are only
b&1 machines M jS* , so not every Tk can get one, a con-
tradiction. K
Theorem 34. Let L be some identification type, W some
class of functions, and b2. The following statements are
equivalent:
1. There is no (2, b)-diversification of all recursive
machines for the class W.
2. W can be expressed as finite union W=W1 _ } } } _ Wn
such that
\S[1, ..., n] \ |S|b O .i # S Wi # L+ .
Proof. (1) O (2) Assume that the collection of all IIMs
T has no (2, b)-diversification for W. Using Lemma 32 we
find a finite collection of machines T$=[M1 , ..., Mm]
which has no (2, b)-diversification for W. Split the set W
into equivalence classes W1 , ..., Wn ; f, g # W are equivalent
iff f # L(Mj) implies g # L(Mj) and vice versa for all
Mj # T.
Assume that there is S[1, ..., n], |S|=b such that
i # S Wi  L. Then for any machine Mj # T$ there is a Wi ,
i # S, such that Mj fails to identify Wi . Define a b-partition
of T setting Ti=[M # T$ | Wi 3 L(M)] for all i # S and, if
some M falls into several Ti ’s, delete it from all except one.
We have obtained a (2, b)-diversification of T$, a contradic-
tion.
(2) O (1) Assume that each set Ws=i # S Wi , |S|b,
is learned by some machine MS . Let T$ be the collection of
all such machines MS . Assume by way of contradiction that
there is a (2, b)-diversification of T$, namely [T1 , ..., Tb].
This means that each team Tk , 1kb, fails to learn the
whole W. Let us say, that T1 fails to learn some Wi1 , T2 fails
to learn Wi2 , etc. There is a machine MS* for the ‘‘diagonal’’
set S*=[i1 , ..., ib]. It does not belong to any member Tk of
the (2, b)-diversification. Contradiction. K
It would be tempting to generalize both previous
theorems to get the necessary and sufficient condition for
the existence of an (a, b)-diversification for arbitrary a and
b. It is known, however, that the condition
\S[1, ..., n] \ |S|b O .i # S Wi # [1, a&1] L+
works only for a=b (Theorem 33) and a=2 (Theorem 34).
All the basic implications between (a, b)-diversifications
are shown in Fig. 2. A directed path from (a1 , b1) to (a2 , b2)
means that for any fixed class W and type L the existence
of (a1 , b1)-diversification implies that of (a2 , b2)-diversifica-
tion. For particular identification types there are nontrivial
implications as well. This is the topic of the next subsections.
FIG. 2. The lattice of (a, b)-diversifications.
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6.2. Diversifications of EX Machines
The comparisons between EX teams given by Theorems
7 and 8 allow a reformulation of the results of the previous
subsection in a more convenient form.
Lemma 35. Let W=W1 _ } } } _ Wn be a class of recur-
sive functions expressed as a union of n classes. Let k2.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
1. \S[1, ..., n] ( |S|k O i # S Wi # [1, k&1] EX),
2. W # [1, k&1] EX.
Proof. Evidently (2) O (1). Whenever nk we also get
(1) O (2). For n=k+1, k+1, ..., we prove (1) O (2) induc-
tively.
The base case is when n=k+1. Denote Uj=i{j Wi .
Since Uj # [1, k&1] EX, we have a team Tj of k&1 IIMs
identifying Uj . Let T=k+1j=1 Tj ; it is a collection con-
taining (k+1)(k&1) machines. A fixed function f # W
belongs to all Uj excepting at most one. Therefore f is iden-
tified by at least k machines from the collection T.
So, W # [k, k2&1] EX, and by Theorem 8 we also have
W # [1, k&1] EX.
Suppose that the result holds for some nk. We prove it
for n+1. The inductive hypothesis yields i # S Wi #
[1, k&1] EX whenever |S|n. Replace k by n and repeat
the reasoning of the base case. K
Theorem 36. Let k2. A (k, k)-diversification for a
class of recursive functions W exists iff W  [1, k&1] EX.
Proof. Combine Theorem 33 and Lemma 35. K
Corollary 37. Let W=U1 _ U2 where U1 , U2 # EX
but W  EX. Then all recursive machines can be partitioned
into two families such that W cannot be identified by a finite
team taken from one family. Machines M1 and M2 iden-
tifying U1 and U2 respectively will be in different families.
The following two results characterize the absence of
uniqueness and universality for (k, k)-diversifications.
Theorem 38. For a fixed W  [1, k&1] EX there are
uncountably many (continuum) (k, k)-diversifications.
Proof. Infinitely many machines which learn nothing
can be added to or taken away from any family. K
FIG. 3. (a, b)-diversifications for the type EX.
Theorem 39. There exist two (disjoint) classes W1 , W2 
EX such that no 2-partition is a (2, 2)-diversification for both
W1 and W2 .
Proof. By Theorem 10 there are two classes U1 , U2 # EX
such that U1 _ U2  EX. Let us make another pair of classes
V1 , V2 # EX and V1 _ V2  EX such that functions
f # U1 _ U2 are discernable from functions g # V1 _ V2 . We
can require, for example, that f (0)=0 and g(0)=1.
There exist machines M1 , M2 , M3 , M4 identifying the
unions U1 _ V1 , U1 _ V2 , U2 _ V1 , U2 _ V2 respectively.
We can easily check that for any partition of machines M1 ,
M2 , M3 , M4 into two subfamilies, one of these subfamilies
will identify either W1=U1 _ U2 or W2=V1 _ V2 . K
In contrast with the FIN-learning example mentioned at
the very beginning of this section, diversification results for
EX learning are not caused by inability of separate families
in a (k, k)-diversification to learn certain functions from the
target class W. On the contrary, each family in the valid
(k, k)-diversification provides machines for learning any
total recursive function in the following sense:
Lemma 40. Let W # [1, n] EX and [T1 , T2 . . ., Tk]a
(k, k)-diversification for W. Then, for any r.e. closed class
V/F, all the members Ti of the (k, k)-diversification con-
tain machines learning V.
Proof. Let M1 , M2 , ..., Mn be a team EX-learning W and
let M$1 , M$2 , ..., M$n be machines, produced by Theorem 12,
such that EX(M$i)=EX(Mi) _ V, i=1, 2, ..., n. Suppose
that some Tj does not contain any M$i . Then we can pick
team
M$1 , M$2 , ..., M$n
EX-learning W and disjoint from Tj , which contradicts the
assumption that [T1 , T2 , ..., Tk] is a (k, k)-diversification.
Therefore any Tj contains some M$i which EX-learns V. K
Any (k, k))diversification for W, obviously is a (k, k)-
diversification for all supersets W$#W. The following result
shows that it is a (k, k)-diversification for some subsets of W
as well.
Theorem 41. If there is a (k, k)-diversification for a
class W then the same (k, k)-diversification is also for
W$=W&V whenever V is r.e. and closed.
Proof. If W is not learnable by a finite team, the asser-
tion is trivial any k-partition of all machines is a (k, k)-
diversification for both W and W&V. Assume that
W # [1, n] EX and some (k, k)-diversification for W is not
(k, k)-diversification for W&V. Pick a team T$ learning
W&V which does not intersect all members of the (k, k)-
diversification. According to the previous lemma we can
add to T$ some machine M learning V, where M can be
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picked from some Tj already intersecting T$. Team
T$ _ [M] EX-learns W and still does not intersect all mem-
bers of the (k, k)-diversification, a contradiction. K
6.3. Diversifications of EXn Machines
Types EXn have weaker voting properties than EX (cf.
Theorem 9 with Theorem 8). Therefore we can guarantee
weaker diversifications for EXn machines (cf. Theorem 43
with Theorem 36).
Lemma 42. Let W=W1 _ } } } _ Wm be a class of recur-
sive functions expressed as a union of m classes. The following
statements are equivalent:
1. \S[1, ..., m]( |S|2n+2&1 O i # S Wi # EXn),
2. W # EXn .
Proof. Parallel to that of Lemma 35. K
Theorem 43. A (2, 2n+2&1)-diversification of all EXn
machines for a class of recursive functions W exists iff
W  EXn .
Proof. Combine Theorem 34 and Lemma 42. K
Since FIN=EX0 , any W  FIN has a (2, 3)-diversification.
In contrast with the type EX there are classes W  FIN
for which here is no (2, 2)-diversification. In fact, any
W # ([2, 3] FIN&FIN) will do.
Theorem 44. If W # [k, m] FIN where km>12, then
there is no (2, 2)-diversification of all FIN machines for W.
Proof. Let T=[M1 , ..., Mm] be a team identifying W
in the sense [k, m] FIN. For every f # W we determine those
Mi which identify f. We split W into a union of disjoint sub-
classes, where two functions are in the same Wj whenever
they are identified by the same subset of T. The union of
any two subclasses Wj1 _ Wj2 is identifiable by a single
machine from the team. Indeed, both Wj1 and Wj2 are iden-
tified by more than a half of all members of the team, and,
consequently, the two sets of machines must intersect.
Apply Theorem 33 to complete the proof. K
The existence of a (2, 2)-diversification for W  FIN
depends, among other things, upon whether or not W con-
tains its accumulation points.
Definition 45. Function f # F is an accumulation point
of a WF if any neighborhood of f intersects W&[ f ].
In other words, f is an accumulation point of W iff by
seeing finitely many values of f we cannot distinguish it from
some other function f1 # W. The f itself may or may not
belong to W. Tradition compels us to use the word ‘‘point’’
when referring to the functions from topological spaces.
Definition 46. A function f # W is called an isolated
point in W if it is not an accumulation point of W.
Theorem 47. If W contains an accumulation point of
itself, then there exists a (2, 2)-diversification of all FIN
machines for W.
Proof. Let f # W be an accumulation point of W. The
first family of a (2, 2)-diversification T1 contains all
machines which identify f. T2 contains all the other
machines. Any finite team T$ learning W must intersect T1 .
Now suppose from the contrary that T$ does not intersect
T2 . Each machine from T$ outputs an index of f after
receiving a finite string _ of values of f. Intersection of all the
corresponding neighborhoods U _f of f is again a
neighborhood of f. As f is an accumulation point, there is
f1 # W in this neighborhood such that f1 {f. The function f1
is not identified by T$, a contradiction. K
Corollary 48. If W # [k, m] FIN where km>12,
then all functions in W are isolated.
Proof. Combine Theorems 44 and 47. K
7. CONCLUSIONS
Felix Klein’s Erlagen Program [Wey52] introduced a
highly successful research paradigm to the mathematics
community. The basic idea is to look at the inverse of a
problem and study transformations. In essence, all work to
date in inductive inference has taken a machine based
approach to ask, ‘‘Given an IIM, what functions can it
learn?’’ We propose to follow the Erlagen Program and ask,
‘‘Given a function, which IIMs can learn it?’’ Some dualities
with conventional notions were discovered. The dualities
however are not complete as made clear by the comment at
the end of Section 5.
Finite sets have a well known propertyit is possible to
add them to any class without affecting its EX-learnability.
Theorem 12 shows that infinite sets that are closed and
recursively enumerable have this property as well. This is
reminiscent of descriptions of compact sets in real analysis
as closed and bounded subsets of Euclidean space. If the
description of set V in Theorem 12 as ‘‘closed and recur-
sively enumerable’’ will eventually be replaced by some less
restricting property, then results equivalent to Theorem 12,
e.g., Lemma 40 and Theorem 41 and maybe also Theorem 13,
will be modified accordingly.
Theorem 8 states, for instance, that [2, 3] EX=EX.
Actually we can construct an operator 8 such that when-
ever M=8(M1 , M2 , M3), machine M EX-learns the same
class of functions which is [2, 3] EX-learned by the team
[M1 , M2 , M3]. Let (T1 , T2) be a (2, 2)-diversification of
all IIMs for some class W # ([1, 2] EX&EX). Suppose
that M1 , M2 , M3 learn a substantial quantity of functions
from W  EX, i.e., W&EX(Mi) # EX, i=1, 2, 3. Then M=
8(M1 , M2 , M3) also has the property W&EX(M) # EX
and belongs to the same side of partitioning (T1 , T2) to
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which majority of M1 , M2 , M3 belongs. Therefore, the
‘‘voting operator’’ 8 actually performs voting not only on
the level of individual machines, but also on the level of par-
titions relative to a given W  EX.
Received October 5, 1995; final manuscript received June 24, 1996
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